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Project Overview
CBM’s TrueCure system takes the guesswork out of determining in-place concrete strength development. It
does so by curing test cylinders to the natural hydration curve of the in-place concrete. Knowing that
hydration is an exothermic chemical reaction in which concrete hardens, utilizing EXACT Technology, CBM
can monitor this process. The technology will replicate the heat produced by a concrete element in-situ in
order to cure its test cylinders to the exact same temperature-time data.

When pouring mass concrete elements, CBM supplies their TrueMass: Type Low Heat Equivalent (Type LH)
concrete mixes. These mixes maximize SCM usage (HVSCM 1 or 2) and minimize cement usage within in a
mix, to control hydration and therefore the maximum internal temperature of the concrete. Through
collaboration with the project team, CBM identifies an ultimate design strength at 56 days, as well as the
early strength requirements needed to strip formwork, remove shoring, erect a crane, etc. CBM ultimately
designs a TrueMass mix to exceed these goals and installs the TrueCure system at the jobsite prior to the
pour.

CBM’s TrueCure system utilizes EXACT Technology’s match curing technology. Consistent and accurate
match curing is achieved thanks to EXAC T ’s monitoring and matching equipment. EXACT temperature
probes are pre-assembled and are plug-and-play. The temperature sensitive end of the probe is installed at
the point where temperature readings are required. The other end is plugged into the wireless logger via a
rugged, waterproof connector. Temperature probes are factory-tested and are accurate to within 0.5°C. The
wireless logger logs temperatures from up to four probes every 15 minutes. Readings are transmitted via
industrial radio to the Relay box, which relays this data via a cellular connection to the internet. Readings are
logged internally to each wireless logger for redundancy. The wireless logger has an ultra-high capacity
battery that will hold a charge for 2 years. 


